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Raid Battles occur when a Boss Pokémon takes over a Gym. Your goal is to defeat this powerful Pokémon. If you and your fellow Trainers are successful, you’ll be rewarded with special items and a chance at catching that Pokémon. You can't do it alone; you’ll need help from fellow Trainers to raid the Gym and (hopefully) prevail.Raid Battles aren’t
your typical Gym Battle; your opponent is more difficult to defeat than most other Pokémon. Raids have 4 tiers of difficulty: tier 1, tier 3, tier 5, and Mega Raids. The higher the difficulty, the stronger the Raid Boss and the more players you’ll need in order to succeed.EX Raid Battles are exclusive raids where you’ll have an opportunity to catch some of
the most sought after Pokémon. Unlike other raids, you need to be invited to attend an EX Raid at a specific Gym at a specific time. If you are selected to participate in an EX Raid, you will receive an invitation in advance so that you can coordinate and strategize for the chance at defeating the powerful EX Raid Boss.You’ll receive a notification of Raid
Battles happening nearby. You can also use the Nearby feature to locate raids happening around you or accept a raid invitation from a friend, no matter how far away you are from the Raid Battle.Before the raid begins, a Raid Egg will appear on top of the Gym. A countdown will display the time until the Egg hatches and the battle begins. Don't worry
if you miss a chance to join a Raid Battle as they happen frequently.To participate in EX Raid Battles, you need an EX Raid Pass. An EX Raid Pass serves as an invitation to join an EX Raid at a specified time and place. You will receive a notification when you receive an EX Raid Pass stating where and when your EX Raid will occur. You can review the
details of your upcoming EX Raid by viewing the EX Raid Pass in your inventory.Raid Passes are items required to join Raid Battles. There are four types of passes: Raid PassYou can earn a Raid Pass by spinning the Photo Disc at a Gym. You can only hold one Raid Pass at a time, and you can only receive one per day. This pass grants access to Tier 1-5
Raid Battles.Premium Battle PassIf you have already used your Raid Pass, you can participate in another Raid Battle by purchasing a Premium Battle Pass from the Shop. Unlike the Raid Pass, you can hold more than one Premium Battle Pass in your inventory at a time. Like the Raid Pass, the Premium Battle Pass also grants access to Tier 1-5 Raid
Battles. Premium Battle Passes can also be used to unlock Premium rewards in GO Battle League.Remote Raid PassEX Raid PassThis pass grants you access to an EX Raid. This pass can only be used at a specific Gym at a specific time. To receive an EX Raid Pass, you must have successfully completed a raid recently by defeating a Raid Boss at the
Gym where the EX Raid Battle will be taking place.To increase your chances of receiving an EX Raid Pass:Join more Raid Battles. The more Raid Battles you successfully complete, the greater your chances to receive an EX Raid Pass.Try completing raids at a variety of different Gyms.Earn more Gym Badges. Trainers with a high-level Gym Badge are
more likely to be invited to EX Raid Battles taking place at that Gym.Once the Egg hatches, the raid begins and you have 45 minutes to defeat the Boss. Any number of Trainers can join a raid, but only in groups of up to 20 Trainers. If you would like to be in the same group as your friends, you can join the raid privately. Otherwise, you will be
automatically matched with other players in the lobby.Enter the Gym - Tap a Gym while a raid is in progress. To join remotely, you can also go to the Nearby screen and tap “View” under the raid you want to join.Join the Battle - Choose how you’d like to join: Tap Battle to be automatically matched with other players. Tap Join Privately to enter an
existing group. You’ll be asked to provide a group code.Use Raid Pass - You’ll exchange your Pass for entry into the raid.Pick your Pokémon - Just like in a Gym Battle, you’ll choose 6 Pokémon to battle in the raid. If you want your friends to join your group, share the group code displayed on the top right.Begin BattleOnce in the battle, you can
perform one of three different actions:Fast AttackTap anywhere on the screen to perform a Fast Attack. Fast Attacks charge your Charged Attack meter.Charged AttackOnce your Charged Attack meter is full, the Charged Attack button will become enabled. Tap the button to perform a Charged Attack. Charged Attack causes large amounts of
damage.DodgeSwipe to the left or right to dodge incoming attacks from the opponent. At any time during the battle, you can flee to heal your Pokémon using Potions or Revives and then rejoin the battle.If you are not able to defeat the Boss in the battle, you may rejoin the raid and battle again. You won’t need to use another Raid Pass to rejoin; your
pass will grant you access to the battle for the duration of the raid. You can join as many times as you’d like before the raid ends.If you and your fellow Trainers are successful in defeating the Raid Boss, you’ll earn special items and a chance at catching the Pokémon. Special items may include Golden Razz Berries, Fast and Charged TM, or Rare
Candy.You may notice that you or your fellow Trainers receive a Trainer Achievement, highlighting special circumstances like the Trainer who delivered the final attack during the Raid Battle. Receiving a Trainer Achievement will also contribute to your Raid Expert Medal. Tap the download button to save the Achievement to your device’s photo app
and share on your favorite photo sharing app!After the Raid Battle, you’ll also receive a number of Premier Balls used for catching the Raid Boss. The number of Premier Balls you receive in a Raid Battle depends on how much damage you deal, whether the Gym is controlled by your team, and how quickly you defeat the Raid Boss.Note: In Mega Raid
Battles, Trainers receive extra Mega Energy instead of extra Premier Balls for defeating the Raid Boss quickly.You can't use Great Balls or Ultra Balls here; you’ll only be able to use these Premier Balls to catch the Boss Pokémon. However, you can use Berries to help capture this Pokémon. Aim carefully — once all of your Premier Balls run out, the
Boss will flee.Once you have defeated the Boss, you won’t be able to interact with the Gym until the raid has completed. After the Raid Battle has completed, the Gym is restored to its state before the raid. Any Pokémon previously assigned to the Gym return to defend the location. Page 2 If you want to catch the best Pokémon, you’re going to have to
participate in Pokémon Go raids. These are difficult events that pit you against a variety of your favourite monsters alongside your friends, providing you with a bunch of rewards if you succeed. You’ll also get a chance to catch the monster you fought, which makes it a great method of tracking down more elusive monsters. Raids take place at gyms,
and require you to have a raid pass, which you can get once per day by visiting a gym, to participate. There are different tiers of Pokémon Go raids, with the highest giving you a chance to receive a legendary Pokémon. If you find raids intimidating, or simply want a bit more information before you start digging into them, we’ve put together this guide
for you. We’ll break down everything you need to know about gyms, including the different types, how you can participate, and what you can expect as rewards, in the guide below. By the time you’ve finished reading it, you’ll be a raid master. You can also find out more information about your favourite mobile game by checking out our Pokémon Go
news, Pokémon Go event, and Pokémon Go update guides. Now, let’s get into the Pokémon Go raid schedule for the next month. August POKÉMON GO five-star raids Niantic has revealed the August five-star and mega raid schedule. The following Pokémon are available: Palkia appears in five-star raids until August 10. You may even encounter a shiny
Genesect appears in five-star raids from August 10 to August 18 Zacian and Zamazenta appear in five-star raids from August 18 to August 31 Every Wednesday in August a raid hour event runs from 18:00 to 19:00 local time. Raid hours feature the Pokémon appearing in five-star raids that week. If you’re curious about what Pokémon will soon appear
in mega raids, you can find the full schedule right here: Mega Abomasnow is in mega raids until August 10. You might even encounter a shiny A mystery Pokémon is in mega raids from August 10 to August 18 Mega Slowbro is in mega raids from August 18 to August 25. You might even encounter a shiny Mega Ampharos is in mega raids from August
25 to August 31. You might even encounter a shiny Zygarde is coming soon On December 3, 2020, Niantic released a trailer announcing that more PokéBalls will be available from PokéStops for the holiday period. However, the final frame of this video shows new Pokémon from the Kalos region. As you can see, Zygarde is clearly coming to the game
soon, as every other Pokémon in the shot is available now. As the video has a holiday theme, we expect them to appear soon. The likelihood is that they will be available in raids, like most other Legendary Pokémon, but we’ll update this page with all the information when we know for sure. Now, we’ll answer a bunch of questions you may have
regarding Pokémon Go raids. What are Pokémon Go raids and how do they work? Raids are multiplayer events in Pokémon Go that challenge you to battle powerful monsters in exchange for exclusive rewards. Each raid has a tier from one to five, with the lowest tiers being the easiest and the highest being the most difficult. You can battle easier
raids alone, but you’ll need to work with the community to participate in the tougher raids. Here’s how to start and complete a raid in steps: To initiate a raid, you’ll need a raid pass, which you can get from a gym once per day Next, find a gym with an egg above it and wait until the timer counts down Visit the gym when the timer has come to an end
and you’ll be able to face the raid boss The raid boss is a Pokémon with much higher CP than usual, and you have an hour to form a team and beat it You can participate in raids solo or join a group of up to 20 other players You can bring up to six Pokémon into the battle with you, just like in a usual gym battle If you fail the boss fight, you can try
again as many times as you’d like until the hour is up, and it won’t cost you another raid pass If you’re successful, you’ll receive a bunch of rewards and a chance to catch it using premier balls, which are exclusive to raids How do I get premier balls? Premier balls are exclusive to raids, and are the sole type of Poké ball that you can use to try and
capture the raid boss if you successfully defeat it. You can’t collect premier balls using the ordinary means, and will instead earn a set number depending on the following factors: Defeat the boss: five premier balls Damage: up to four premier balls Gym: up to two if you control gym Team contribution: you gain extra premier balls depending on the
damage your team, as a whole, inflicts Friends: Raid with a friend to receive up to four extra premier balls So, as you can see, it’s possible to earn a fair number of extra balls by paying attention to the above. How do I catch raid bosses? Even with the maximum possible number of premier balls at your disposal, you’re still not guaranteed to catch the
Pokémon; especially if it’s a legendary at tier five. If you want to significantly increase your chances, you’re going to need to use a golden razz berry. Fortunately, golden razz berries are a reward for defeating raid bosses in the first place, so if you raid often you should have plenty on you to increase the chances of capturing the boss. Here’s a roundup of other things you can do to increase your chances of catching a difficult raid boss: Throw a curveball by spinning the Poké ball before you throw it Get an excellent throw by landing the Poké ball within the circle when it’s small Get medals for the type of Pokémon you’re aiming to catch What rewards can I get? Aside from the chance to catch a
really powerful Pokémon, you also get several other rewards for successfully completing a raid: Golden razz berry Fast TM Charged TM Rare candy 3,000 XP (standard raids) 20,000 (legendary raids) How do I do Pokémon Go Ex Raids? EX Raids are a special type of raid only available to those who have received an invite. To participate in an EX raid,
you’ll need an aptly-titled EX raid pass, which you can get as a random reward for completing a large number of raids. EX raids differ from usual raids in that you’ll face a much more powerful Pokémon, and will need to bring a heck of a lot of friends along to the fight. As a reward, you’ll get the chance to add one of the rarest Pokémon to your
collection. Here’s a list of Pokémon that have appeared in an EX raid so far: To increase your chances of getting an EX raid pass, you can follow these steps: Participate in raids often Tackle raids in gyms that are eligible for EX raids (you can check if your nearby gym is eligible by interacting with it and looking at the top right of your phone screen)
Get a gold gym badge at an EX raid gym Once you have an EX raid pass, an EX raid will be scheduled at a nearby eligible gym. You can then invite your friends in Pokémon Go to join you from the EX raid pass screen. Only ultra and best friends can join you on an EX raid. The remote raid pass is a brand new item that allows you to raid from the
comfort of your home. Niantic has introduced it with a Pokécoin bundle, which provides three for a single Pokécoin, and they’re also available to purchase in the shop individually. Here’s how the raid remote pass works in Pokémon Go: Remote raid passes are a new premium item that cost 100 Pokécoins ($0.99/£0.79) individually (the price will
increase at a later date), or as a pack of three for 250 Pokécoins A new Pokécoin bundle has been made available that provides three passes for a single Pokécoin You can only hold a limited number of remote raid passes at a time Once you’ve purchased one, you can participate in any raids that appear on your nearby screen remotely Twenty trainers
can participate in the same raid battle, though there’s a limit to the number of remote raiders (Niantic hasn’t confirmed an exact number yet) Raids performed remotely still count towards research tasks and achievement medals Niantic has also detailed a number of upcoming changes that will follow after the remote raid pass launches: The attack
power of remote raiders will be reduced at a later time Those participating in person will see an increase in attack power The number of trainers that can participate remotely will be adjusted (it’s not clear if this will be increased or decreased; we’d expect the latter) If you’d like to learn more, we’ve been keeping a rolling list of every single Pokémon
Go update that you can read to learn about all of the recent changes to the game.
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